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Abstract:
The ongoing increasing demand for energy is pushing oil and gas exploration further offshore and deeper. In
addition, increased requirements for fuel efficiency and cost-effective solutions, and environmental limitations are
introducing new challenges, both technologically and operationally.
Typically drilling operations in deep water (deeper than 1500 m) are performed in Dynamic Positioning (DP)
mode. Thruster assisted position mooring configurations are often the preferred choice for harsh environments and
water depth up to 1500 m (sometimes even deeper with synthetic lines) as the mooring lines in combination with
the DP system provide a better positioning performance than in pure DP mode. At the same time, Floating
Production Storage and Offloading (FPSO) units equipped with thruster-assisted position mooring systems have
become more common. The typical FPSO mooring configuration is a turret mooring systems that allows for
weather vaning in order to minimizes the environmental loads and the vessel motion. In these applications the
vessel position and heading are maintained by a control system which automatically controls the thruster action
based on the line tension and the vessel motion. For the certification of these systems, DNV GL provides a class
notation called POSMOOR-ATA which covers material, components and control systems.
For both FPSOs and mobile offshore drilling units, the DNV GL class notation is traditionally issued after
testing on the first drilling/production location. This is because the proper testing of the thruster-assisted position
mooring control system and mechanical equipment can be performed only with the actual mooring lines and in
the class-approved water depth. It is not uncommon that drilling POSMOOR-ATA units perform many jobs in
pure DP mode (without mooring lines) before the first assignment in POSMOOR-ATA mode. This results on
having the class notation issued some months of even years after the unit was built. Due to this, vessel owners
are not able to market their rigs with a POSMOOR-ATA notation. For the customers that wanted the notation at
the build phase, tests may be performed outside the yard. These tests are set-up to reproduce as best as possible
operating conditions in terms of line tension and equipment stress but are typically very costly, time-consuming
and inefficient. Other drawbacks of the current practice are that testing at the first operating location is
performed in present weather conditions only and the test has limited focus on the failure handing capability of
the position mooring control system.
To overcome the limitation of the current practice, DNV GL class is introducing an enhanced POSMOOR-ATA
scheme using a Digital Twin of the vessel, mooring lines and environment to issue the class notation at the
building phase. The new scheme features:
•
•
•

Very efficient and thorough testing, in various (simulated) weather situations
Virtual commissioning and tuning of integrated control systems at an early stage
Reduced commissioning time offshore

The new approach allows:
•
•
•
•
•

Issue of Class notation at the building phase
Direct cost savings by reducing tests on location
System tested much more in depth
Virtually commissioned software in various weather situations
Software updates can be efficiently verified during the vessel life cycle

The aim of this paper is to describe the current approach with today’s challenges and issues, the new DNV GL
class approach to show how a vessel digital twin can be used for “digital assurance” of thruster-assisted position
mooring control systems and to present an example of a recent pilot project.

Figure 1: Screenshot of the Digital Twin application for testing POSMOOT-ATA control systems

Figure 2: Screenshot from the Digital Twin time-domain simulation

